
Pole Loading Program - Revision List
Revision 

Date Description of Revision

03/01/10 "Loadings" and "Calculation" tabs, added "GO95 Replacement Safety Factors" to allow calculations using the "replacement" safety factors,  

instead of the normal "when new" safety factors (requested by CA utilities).

03/01/10 "Calculation" tab, added the actual calculated Safety Factors for Transverse, Stress, and Buckling (requested by CA utilities).

These are now displayed at the bottom left of sheet. Some companies want to know the exact Safety Factor (GO95) or Overload Factor (NESC).

06/25/10 "Sum" tab, re-labled the "transverse wind moment of conductors" on the SUM tab, cell e29, to include "tension" also.  It was misleading.

07/01/10 "Calculation" tab, added the capability to indicate a "Fixed Pt." indicator in cell N2 (top right of sheet) if the pole is guyed, to indicate the 

% loading shown is at the highest guy attachment (fixed point), not the % loading at groundline as is the normal case for unguyed poles. 

Before this change, the % loading shown was the groundline moments, assuming the pole was unguyed,  and a "Guys Hold"

status indicated that the guys held the load, instead of the pole at groundline. The "Guys Hold" indicator is still there. Requested by utilities.

07/01/10 "Calculation" tab, added the % Loading at this "Fixed Pt." in cell N1 (top right of form), if the pole is guyed.  Requested by utilities.

07/01/10 "Calculation" tab, cell C66, also added the total "% guy loading" (at bottom left of sheet), so you do not have to check the "Guys" tab.  Requested by utilities.

07/01/10 "Fixed Pt." tab, added the highest guy point calc. to cell K14, and automatically defaults cell E14 to use this value in calculating moments at fixed point.

07/01/10 "Fixed Pt." tab, calculates the % loading at this highest guy point location in cell N23 (in addition to indicating 'OK' in cell I24).

07/01/10 "Guys" tab, calculates total % guy loading in cell O25.  This includes the 90% NESC Strength Factor derate.  Requested by utilities.

07/01/10 "Sum" tab, now displays the Pole Loading at 'fixed point (highest guy point)', for guyed poles, in cell G51,  

The % loading at Groundline is still also shown above for information (calculated assuming a non-guyed pole).

07/01/10 "Sum" tab, now displays the Total % Guy Loading in cell G52.

03/05/12 "Calculation tab", cell L2, display the Fixed Point "height" on the pole, if it is a guyed pole.

03/05/12 "Calculation tab", cell M2, added the label "above ground" to compliment the Fixed Point height entered in cell L2.

03/05/12 "Calculation tab", relabeled the titles for the Safety Factors.  Requested by Utilities.

03/05/12 "Calculation tab", cell G62, added a label to indiciate "Fixed pt" next to the Horizontal Total Safety Factor, if guying is present.

03/05/12 "Guys" tab, changed the "Allowed % of Ultimate" heading to "Strength Factor" and also displays if NESC or GO95 pertains.

03/05/12 "Guys" tab, cells N16 & O16, displays either NESC or GO95, and also shows either 90% or 100%.

03/05/12 "Guys" tab, cell M26, changed how the % guy loading label is displayed.  Changes to indicate NESC or GO95. 

03/05/12 "Guys" tab, automatically changes the "Strength Factor" to 90% if NESC, or 100% if GO95.

03/05/12 "Guys" tab, added a "% Guy Loading" column where you can adjust the guy loading down from its ultimate strength to a lower value.

 Adjust it down to the minimum you require, and the buckling calculations will be more accurate (instead of assuming the guy is fully loaded).

03/26/12 New "Sum2" tab, displays the loading and % loading per attaching company using pivot tables (based on ownership filled in on entry.

04/02/12 "Fixed Pt." tab, reorganized the summary results are at the top of the sheet (rows 21-25, columns J-O). 

04/02/12 "Loadcases" tab, updated references to NESC and ANSI O5.1

04/02/12 "Loadcases" tab, updated references to NESC and ANSI O5.1

04/02/12 "Guys" tab, cell B48, added a calculation check to determine if guys are present or not.  Used by other sheets.

04/02/12 "Guys" tab, cell AB48, added a calculation check to determine the highest guy point on the pole.  Used by other sheets.

04/02/12 "All points" tab, (cells K60 & L60), added a calculation to determine the maximum % loading along the entire pole.

04/02/12 "All points" tab, used conditional formating to highlight the maximum % loading conditions in columns K & L.

04/02/12 "Calculation" tab, added checks for poles 55' or less in length (cell CE21)

04/02/12 "Calculation" tab, added checks to see if the pole is guyed (cell CE26).

04/02/12 "Calculation"tab, added checks to determine if "ONLY Groundline" moment calculations are required (cell CF28)

04/02/12 "Calculation" tab, added checks to determine if Moment calculations "all along the pole" are required (cell CF30)

04/02/12 "Calculation" tab, added checks to determine if Moment calculations "at Guy points" are required (cell CF32)



04/02/12 "Calculation" tab, added a check for the Code which is being referenced; NESC or GO95 (cell BZ15).

04/04/12 "Calculation" tab, added display of what type of moment calculations are required per 2012 NESC (cells E65 & F65),

 based on the pole height entered and if guys are present (groundline only, all along the pole, or at guy points)

04/04/12 "Deflection" tab, deleted the two cases at the far left of the sheet that applied overload factors to the loads (since the NESC does not require this)

04/06/12 "Loadcases" tab, added the new 2012 Warm Island loads cases for NESC 250B loading, per 2012 NESC Table 250-1.

04/06/12 "Loadcases" tab, revised the Load factors for Extreme Wind (NESC 250C), due to 2012 NESC revision of Table 253-1.

04/06/12 "Guying & Headguy" tabs, updated guy Load Factors as needed due to 2012 NESC changes in 250C and new Warm Island.

04/06/12 "Calculation" tab, revised the "Districts" data validation (cell C8 and C9), so only the correct Districts options for the "Grade" 

  (cells B8 & B9) are displayed in the pulldown list.

04/06/12 "Calculation" tab, revised the "Wind" data validation (cell G8 & G9), so only the correct options for the "District" 

 (cells C8 & C9) are displayed in drop-down list.

04/06/12 "Calculation" tab, revised the "Ice" data validation (cell F8 & F9), so only the correct options for the "District" 

 (cells C8 & C9) are displayed in drop-down list.

04/09/12 "Calculation" tab, added conditional formatting to the status indicators and % loadings, in columns M & N.

04/09/12 "Calculation" tab, added 2 new rows at the bottom (rows 70 & 71) to summarize the Calculation requirements based

 on the pole size and whether the pole is guyed or not (groundline, guy point, or all along the pole).

 The maximum loading is listed along with the distance above ground at which the loading occurs.

04/11/12 "Loadcases" tab, added an option for entering the type of guyed structure (cell B119).  Used in buckle calculation.

04/11/12 "Buckle" tab, automatically enters the buckle constants based on the entry on the Loadcases tab for type of 

 guyed structure (cells D13 & D15).    These can be manually changed on the buckle tab if desired.

04/11/12 "Sum" tab, now displays the Pole Loading for Case 2 at 'fixed point (highest guy point)', for guyed poles (cell F52),  

 No values or labels are displayed if the pole is unguyed.

04/12/12 "Calculation" tab, changed order of Conditional Formatting due to quirky differences in Excel 2010 and 2007,

 so cell highlight works correctly in both versions (cell M2).

04/12/12 "Calculation" tab, changed Print Area to include new bottom rows when printing (rows 70-72)

04/14/12 "Calculation" tab, added conditional formatting to blank out Case 2 areas if GO95 being modeled in Case 1, since GO95

 does not require more than one calculation (cells B9..L9, column M case 2 values, and row 71 case 2 values)

04/16/12 Macros, revised Protection of Edit Objects in all macros to prevent accidental deletion or moving of macro "buttons" on sheets.

04/16/12 "Guys" tab, added Excel Comments to several cells to explain what data to enter.

04/22/12 "Guys" tab, moved the 'type of guyed structure' from the "Options" tab, to the "Guys" tab (cell C27).

04/25/12 "Calculation" tab, merged cells with "Program name" and "company" to center them better when columns are widened or shrunk.

04/25/12 "Macros", changed the delete and restore equations macros due to changes on the "Guys" tab.

05/26/12 "Guying" and "Headguy" tabs, added GO95 RPL (replacement) cases so lookup tables equations correctly finds guying safety factors

07/17/12 "Guying" and "Headguy" tabs, changed guying load factors for Grade C to use footnotes 4&5 in NESC Table 253-1

09/10/12 "Calculation" tab, added "(-)" to the beginning of the labels in cells L66-L68, to denote that the values are "without guying".

09/10/12 "Calculation" tab, added validation checks to error message in cell D13, to check for non-valid ice and wind values for 250C & 250D loads in case 1.

11/17/12 "Sum" tab, left justified cell H46, so conditional message would display when needed without overlapping adjacent cell message.

11/17/12 "Calculation" tab, changed default buckle constant (k) for deadend poles from 1 to 2 (cell BY25 equation).  Based on current RUS Bulletin 1724-153.

11/17/12 "Buckle" tab, changed "comments" for buckle constant (k) for deadend poles from 1 to 2 (cells E13 and E50).

11/17/12 "Calculation" tab, changed equation to only display a 'height above ground' if the point of maximum stress is above GL. 

03/15/13 "Fixed Pt.2" tab, changed the loading condition case label to properly display case 2 on this tab (cell H12)

03/15/13 "All points, Fixed Pt., & Fixed Pt.2" tabs, changed per ANSI O5.1-2008 Annex A "fiber strength height effect" (reduction factor).

04/21/15 Changed fonts on a few selected cells on multiple sheets.  No other changes.

06/23/15 "Buckle" tab, changed eq. in cell D15 ("no guy" changed to "unguyed") to correctly choose normal %bpd for unguyed poles



06/23/15 "Loadcases" tab, added selection area where you can select the MOE values you want to use in the buckling calculations.  Lists common values and sources.

06/23/15 "Calculation" tab, changed equation in AE7 to read MOE from "Loadcases" tab for the 3 common poles.  As before, reads from table for others.


